










Russell Palmer <rusty.palmer@como.gov>

3705 W. Gibbs - Planning Commission Packet
Dale Wesselmann <dalerw5@yahoo.com> Tue, Oct 17, 2023 at 3:18 PM
Reply-To: Dale Wesselmann <dalerw5@yahoo.com>
To: Rusty.Palmer@como.gov

Here's our letter addressing our concerns with the proposed rezoning and collector street location for the Roxie Grant
Revocable Trust property. Please let me know if you need anything else. I'll attempt to
attend the meeting myself as well.

Dale Wesselmann 

Dear sirs/madams:

I believe a landowner should be able to develop their land as he/she wishes, so long
as it doesn’t detract from the value of his/her neighbor’s property or cost them money
directly. That said, I do not oppose the rezoning of the Roxie Grant Revocable Trust
property to a subdivision if certain problems are resolved. 

1.  Concerning Gibbs Road and Barberry Road, the additional traffic on the narrow
road with sharp S curves is concerning and careful consideration should be given to
the situation.

2.  The collector street goes on properties outside of the Roxie Grant Revocable Trust
property.  I am strongly opposed to them taking privately owned property for their
own financial gain. By taking neighboring land for the collector street they're adding 7
or 8 cottage lots to their development instead of providing the land for the collector
street themselves.  The collector street, as I understand it, will have to be paid in part
by the landowners whose property it is on.  This places a financial burden on retired
neighbors who will gain no benefit to having a collector street along their property. 
Again, as I understand it, no driveway access is allowed on a collector street, so these
landowners could not even sell lots along the road.  Sidewalks might also be required
along a collector street, new fencing will definitely need to be installed along the new
property borders....so who will pay for these items?  The developer who is going to be
profiting from these additions, or the neighbors who are only going to lose their
retirement savings, assuming they even have sufficient funds to cover these
expenses?  I strongly believe that the developer should be the one to pay for these
improvements that only he will benefit from.  The other landowners won't even be
able to place a driveway on their land that faces this street.  In all likelihood, based on
my prior experience, the land that is taken for the project will be paid for at an
extremely deflated price as well, further depriving the retired neighbors of their
financial footholds.  

My brothers and I own one of the properties that would be impacted by the proposed
collector road. While we do not oppose the rezoning of the Roxie Grant Revocable
Trust property, we strongly object to the placement of the collector street. The grade
(lay of the land) of the Trust property appears to be gentle enough, with gentle rolls



and no hills,  to allow for the placement of a collector street on it without encroaching
upon the neighboring properties. Other locations need to be considered for this
collector street. Locations that do not require the use of neighboring properties.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Dale Wesselmann
Don Wesselmann
James Wesselmann
[Quoted text hidden]


